
Batty Book Buddy Marker Instructions:

1. Hoop one layer of WSS stabilizer (I prefer Ultra Solvey for the best results!).

Stitch the first color (bat fabric placement outline).  Do NOT place fabric on outline yet.

2.  Stitch the second color (ribbon placement outline). 

Place a 12" piece of 5/8" ribbon centered over ribbon placement outline with 
approximately 1/2" of ribbon extending over top of ribbon outline in design area.

3.  Stitch third color to secure ribbon.

IMPORTANT:  Tape ribbon down so it does not become entangled in presser foot in 
future steps.

4.  Place a piece of fabric on top of bat fabric placement outline covering completely.  
Stitch fourth color to secure. 5.  Stitch the fifth color (eyes, mouth).

6.  Place a second piece of fabric UNDER hoop stabilizer, RIGHT SIDE facing DOWN.  
Stitch 6th color (candy corn outline) to secure. 

7.  Remove hoop from machine, but do NOT remove fabric stabilizer from hoop!

Carefully trim fabric top AND bottom closely around perimeter of bat design being 
careful not to cut stabilizer or ribbon.  Replace hoop in machine.

8.  Stitch 7th color to reinforce stitching (bat outline).

9.  Stitch 8th color (bat satin stitching).

10.  Remove from hoop and carefully trim wss away from design.  Remove tape from 
ribbon.

You're finished!

 

Bat Wing Instructions:

1. Hoop one layer of stabilizer.

Stitch first color (bat wing fabric placement outline).

Place a piece of fabric on top of wing outline, covering completely.

Stitch second color to secure.



2.  Float a second piece of fabric UNDER hoop, face down.

Stitch third color to secure.

3.  Stitch fourth color (Wing satin stitching and detailing).

Remove from hoop and trim around perimeter of design very close to stitching being careful not 
to cut stitching.

Repeat for opposite wing.

Bat Softie Instructions:

1. Make two wings as instructed above.

2.  Hoop one layer of stabilizer.

Stitch first color (fabric placement outline).

3. Place left wing on left rectangle so tab at end of wing completely covers rectangle.

Stitch second color to secure.

4. Place right wing on right rectangle so tab at end of wing completely covers rectangle.

Stitch third color to secure.

5.  Place a piece of felt or fleece on top of design, covering completely.

Stitch fourth color to secure.

6.  Stitch fifth color (body satin stitching).

7. Stitch sixth color (eyes, nose, mouth).

8. Place a second piece of fleece/felt under hoop FACE DOWN.

Stitch seventh color to secure.

9. Remove from hoop trim around perimeter of design on top and bottom (including stabilizer) 
very close to body outline, being very careful not to cut stitching OR wings.

Stuff as desired with fiberfil or pellets.

Sew side seam opening shut by machine (recommended for most even look) or hand.

You're finished!

Bat Finger Puppet Instructions:



1. Make two wings as instructed above.

2.  Hoop one layer of stabilizer.

Stitch first color (fabric placement outline).

3. Place left wing on left rectangle so tab at end of wing completely covers rectangle.

Stitch second color to secure.

4. Place right wing on right rectangle so tab at end of wing completely covers rectangle.

Stitch third color to secure.

5.  Place a piece of felt or fleece on top of design, covering completely.

Stitch fourth color to secure.

6.  Stitch fifth color (body satin stitching).

7. Stitch sixth color (eyes, nose, mouth).

8. Place a second piece of fleece/felt under hoop FACE DOWN.

Stitch seventh color to secure.

9. Remove from hoop trim around perimeter of design on top and bottom (including stabilizer) 
very close to body outline, being very careful not to cut stitching OR wings.

You're finished!


